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The cats of Africa
John Dominis (b. 1921) is an American
documentary
photographer,
war
photographer and photojournalist. Dominis
studied cinematography at the University
of Southern California. In 1943 he enlisted
in the United States Air Force. After the
war he worked as a freelance photographer
for Life. In 1950 he went to Korea as a war
photographer in the Korean War. Later he
worked in Southeast Asia, in America,
Africa and Europe. Dominis went to six
Olympic Games. One of his best known
pictures was shot during the 1968 Summer
Olympics, when Dominis pictured Tommie
Smith and John Carlos during their Black
Power salute. Dominis worked for Life
magazine during the Vietnam war and later
also went to Woodstock. In the 1970s he
worked for People magazine. From 1978 to
1982 he was an editor for the Sports
Illustrated. Dominis stalked these cats for
months, returning with a wealth of pictures
of cats hunting their prey, courting their
mates, and training their cubs. The 56 color
photographs reproduced in this book serve
as a memorable record of these unique
creatures in a world that is increasingly
hostile to all large wild animals. Co-author
Edey describes the cat in detail, telling how
it differs from other mammals and how it
evolved over the ages to include the
ordinary housecat as well as the regal lion.
As a further aid to the reader, the book
includes two genealogical charts on the
evolution of carnivore and cats, plus
reproductions of the paw-prints of the five
largest African cats. The book discusses all
ten wildcats found in Africa - the lion,
leopard, cheetah, the serval, the caracal, the
jungle cat, the sand cat, the golden cat, the
black-footed cat, and the African wild cat.

BBC - Earth - 7 of Africas forgotten wild cats Six thousand years ago Egyptians domesticated the African Wild Cat to
control mice and rats raiding granaries. From these tamed animals, the domestic cat was South Africas four small wild
cats - where to see them The wild cats of Africa include big cats like the lion, cheetah and leopard, as well as small
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wild cats such as the caracal, serval and black-footed cat. African Wild Cat Fact Sheet Tenikwa Wildlife and
Rehabilitation Everywhere you go in Africa safaris seem to be about the big cats. Tourists want to know if theyll see
the big cats. Agents want to know if your destination has the African Wild Cat Africa Mammal Guide - Kruger
National Park Did you know that there are 37 species of cats with the domestic cat being only one of those species?
Click on the links to learn more. The cats of Africa: John Dominis, Maitland Armstrong Edey: Amazon South
Africas small wild cats. Read time: 2 minutes Id rather tell you about the small cats we dont often see. The first of these
is the genet, Africas Smallest Cat: Deadly and Adorable Africam Here are 4 of Africas smaller cat species youd be
lucky to see on safari. These elusive wild cats, highly specialised for their own survival, are Africa African Wild Cats
- Big Cats, Small Cats - Conservation on August 19, 2011. Youve heard of the big cats of Africa and probably even
seen them lion, cheetah, leopard But do you know about the lesser-known, smaller wild cats of Africa? Caracal, serval,
the African wild cat, the black footed cat and the African golden cat? Big Cats of Africa - YouTube Small wild cats list
complete list of types and species of small wild cats throughout They can be found in Africa, Asia, North America,
South America, Central Cats of Africa Archives - International Society for Endangered Cats - 2 min - Uploaded by
MyaBacardiJaguarBig cats of Africa. For the best possible viewing experience, please watch in HQ!! http://www
Serval - Wikipedia Cats for Africa describes the 7 species of small wild cats of Africa - the caracal, serval, African
wildcat, black-footed cat, jungle cat, African golden cat and sand Small Cats of Southern Africa ! Safari for Real 7
of Africas forgotten wild cats. Africas iconic big cats are well documented, but the continents plains, grasslands, forests
and wetlands are home to smaller felids whose statistics are just as impressive. With its long legs and super-sensitive
hearing, the serval is perfectly equipped for hunting on the savannah. 4 African cats youd be lucky to see on safari Africa Geographic He has published seven books including Cheetah (2003), Cats of Africa: Behavior, Ecology, and
Conservation (2006) and Field Guide to South Africas small wild cats - Getaway Magazine - 4 min - Uploaded by
FeeTheDream AliBig Cat Rescue 5,236,419 views 3:55 Lions,Tigers & Ligers NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC The
lesser-known wild cats of Africa - Rhino Africa Blog Buy The cats of Africa on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified
orders. Cat Species - The Wildcat Sanctuary The serval /?s??rv?l/ (Leptailurus serval), also known as the tierboskat, is
a wild cat found in Africa. It is the sole member of the genus Leptailurus and was first Images for The cats of Africa
Buy Cats of Africa on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Small Wild Cats of Africa Africas wild cats have long
been a focus of fascination and intrigue among travelers and wildlife lovers. Alongside the big three?lion, leopard, and
List of Big Cats Types, Names, Species - BigCatsWildCats Wild Cats of Africa. Photos and information of African
wild cats including identification, habitat, range, diet, breeding and conservation status. The lesser-known wild cats of
Africa - Rhino Africa Blog Wild Cats of africa. Photos and information of african wild cats including identification,
habitat, range, diet, breeding and conservation status. Big cats of Africa - YouTube African wildcat - Wikipedia
Cats of Africa: Unknown: 9781770070639: : Books none Buy Cats of Africa on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified
orders. Black-footed cat - Wikipedia The results encouraged the researchers to apply for permits to do a telemetry
study on the sand cat in its westermost distribution in Africa. They returned to the Wild Cats of Africa - Wotcat The
African wildcat (Felis silvestris lybica), also called Near Eastern wildcat is a wildcat subspecies that lives in Northern
Africa, the Near 9,500 years ago. Crossings between domestic cats and African wildcats are still common today. none
South Africa is home to four small wild cats the African wild cat, the black-footed cat (now known as the small spotted
cat), the caracal, and the serval. Find out Secrets of the Worlds 38 Species of Wild Cats National
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